
Quite Rather

Name: Date: __/__/20__

Turning up the collar of a _________ shabby coat, he thrust both hands
deep into his trousers' pockets and hurried whistling along, bent on delivering
his papers in the quickest possible time.

1. rather

August 31st dawned fine and cool and pleasant, _________ hazy, with
warm sun and smooth sea.
2. rather

I bear no malice, though it is _________ clear that you intended to make
me the sufferer.
3. quite

The jealousy of the hero is, however, the only motive of the piece, and its
exhibition is _________ tiresome than anything else.
4.

rather

He knew himself to be an inoffensive, _________ backward and timid man,
or at least this was his own measure of himself.
5. rather

They now came to a part of the river which is neither especially historic nor
attractive, and the young people amused themselves for a while in talking, or
listening to the _________ crude music of some old musicians on the boat.

6.

rather

He wondered _________ vaguely why Mabel had lied to him, generally
speaking they were too good friends for that to be necessary.
7. rather

Some of the younger ones Ralph remarked handled their instruments
_________ clumsily, and evidently did not understand their use.
8.

rather

The tokens of its observance, however, which here meet our eyes are of a
_________ questionable cast.
9.

rather

The old officer thought these instructions _________ odd, but it was no
business of his, so he saluted, and went off to do his master's bidding.
10. rather

I don't suppose one would care a great deal about it a hundred or a
thousand years after he is dead, but I don't feel _________ sure.
11.

quite

I should not have asked unless I had been _________ sure.12. quite

He'll be _________ satisfied if we have the statue here.13. quite
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He saw a _________ dilapidated hack standing near the platform, and,
walking up to it, addressed the driver.
14. rather

Then follows the number of years the person has lived, told in short,
_________ slow strokes, as one would count them up.
15.

rather

Mr. Watts was _________ sufficient for her entertainment.16. quite

We looked one at the other, and grinned _________ sheepishly.17. rather

I am not _________ equal to the care of young ladies.18. quite

The lamp of life would burn on-sometimes, it may be, _________
feebly-till its oil was wholly exhausted, as it always ought.
19. rather

But you are _________ right, Dorian.20. quite
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